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Introduction
A major humanitarian disaster is happening somewhere all the time. But only certain types
of disaster attract media frenzy and associated donations.
It is these ‘media friendly’ disasters that this document addresses.
Many charities have worked hard to respond fast to disasters in their fundraising, as well as
getting the right people to where they are needed to save lives.
A few years ago, I found out about the Nepal earthquake when I woke up and saw an email
from Concern Worldwide US.
By the end of that day – a Sunday – I had also received emails from Care Canada,
ChildFund Australia, Plan Australia, charity: water (USA), Christian Aid (UK) and ChildFund
New Zealand.
The latter was especially important to me since I was then on their board.
I attempted to donate to all of these plus another few that reached me on other media. I
recorded the process of donating and all except one (which couldn’t accept my foreign
credit card) went through fine.
Subject to a few superficial fixes, most charities I investigated seem to be good at
fundraising during disasters.
A few were exceptional. For example, Save the Children and ChildFund NZ had TV and
radio ads out as well as email and online ads within days.
Oxfam had managed to set up an SMS donation process as well – no mean feat in Australia
with our unhelpful telecommunications companies.
What I am interested in is following up on these donors and finding people that will continue
to support the charity after the disaster.
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Executive Summary
This paper is not just about the initial donation. Many charities are good at getting
campaigns out, fast. But most are pretty poor at converting these new donors to ongoing
supporters.
The steps to finding committed donors to your cause from disaster donors are:
1) Understand who is responding and their motivations
2) Follow up fast for
a. Second gift and/or
b. Regular giving1.
3) Integrate carefully into mainstream program

1 1A ‘regular giver’ is someone who gives through an automatic debit. Also known as monthly givers, sustainers, committed donors.
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STEP ONE: WHO DONATES TO DISASTERS AND WHY?
The brutal facts (courtesy of Jeff Brooks)
“Let me warn you that there are capricious and unfair elements to disaster fundraising, just
as with the disasters themselves. I don't like these things any more than you do, but I'll aim
to share the real issues we face.” Jeff Brooks
The initial ‘success’ in fundraising for a disaster rests with the media. And that media
coverage is mostly out of the hands of the charities needing the money.
Media coverage and therefore initial donations are driven by:
1.

How many people die.

2.

Media accessibility – video and photographs are essential for the media.

3.

Drama. Tsunami waves, people being dragged out from wreckage, videos of buildings
shaking and heroic acts all magnify media coverage.

4.

Sympathy. The Iran Earthquake in 2003 killed over 30,000 but raised little from the
international community. Man-made disasters get little sympathy too.

5.

Competing stories. Local bad weather in Australia, along with the execution of the ‘Bali
Nine’ in Indonesia, had knocked Nepal out of the leading news just a couple of days
after the earthquake.

Understand your audience
Of course, many people who donate to an organisation specifically for a disaster are already
donors to that charity. This audience of ‘warm’ donors are already giving and not the
subject of this paper.
Many people who respond to emergency appeals are not ‘traditional’ donors. They don’t
give in other ways, and they are less likely to go on supporting a charity after the
emergency.
These ‘non-donors’ respond to emergency appeals because they are repeatedly exposed to
a very simple, single-minded proposition. They are good human beings who see fellow
humans suffering in a very dramatic, simple and ‘sensory overloading’ way.
“I’ll give some money now, and someone will live.”
But charities struggle to get these people to give again.
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Variables that tell you the likelihood that disaster donors will give again
Analysis of any database tells us there are certain variables that give us a clue as to whether
someone will donate to a particular appeal.

Recency Frequency Value - RFV
The most important is the mathematical concept known as RFV (or RFM). This looks at the
Recency, Frequency and Value (or Monetary value) of a purchase – in this case a donation.
The RF element: The more recent a donation, and the more times someone has donated,
the more likely he or she will donate again.
The V element gives us a clue as to how much they will donate to you next time. It also
gives us a clue as to whether someone is more likely to become a regular giver.
This document deals with new donors but the techniques and ideas can be used for warm
donors too.

Channel
If you ask for a gift by direct mail you are more likely to get a donation from someone who
gave to a completely different charity by direct mail, than someone who gave to YOU online.
This demonstrates how important it is to record the channel donations came through.
It is a little more complex than just ensuring you use the same channel that the donor used
for their initial donation.
For example, you may have used a multi channel marketing campaign, and donors could
respond to those solicitations through various channels. So, how do you know which
channel is the right one?
In my experience a multi channel approach in following up and asking for a second donation
is best.
See the table on the next page.
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This table shows the possible channels through which donors can be solicited, donate and
be followed up.
Solicitation channels

Response channels

Targeted follow up channels

Television ads

SMS

SMS

Television programming

Landing page

Outbound telephone

Radio ads

Through your home page

Email

Radio programming

Inbound telephone

Mail

Outdoor advertising

Postage

Retargeting online

Banner ads

Bank collection

Social media

Direct bank transfer

Direct mail

Giro at post office

Social media
• Email uploads
• Likes

Fax

Fax

Personal visit

Press ads
Press articles
Public appeal (e.g., at a
church or concert)
Face to face teams
Vehicle audio broadcast2
Video examples of the highlighted items from my experience of donating to several charities
during the Nepal earthquake, are available in the appendices.

Demographics
The most important demographic is age. Within each channel, you will find older donors in
that group who are more likely to donate again, donate more often and donate more.
Jeff Brooks again: “New donors you get through disaster fundraising will have terrible
retention rates - tens of percentage points less than you're used to.
That's because you get a lot of younger and less-committed donors who have no intention
of ever giving again. There's not much you can do about it other than avoid throwing good
money after bad.”
I agree with Jeff, except for the last sentence.

2

Usually a van with a megaphone on the roof
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Younger people (i.e., under 65) don’t respond well to direct mail, but they do respond well
to other channels – especially phone and face to face.
The chart below from Pareto Fundraising’s Benchmarking Report shows how Australian
charities have managed to get younger people giving.

Information supplied by donor
The more information a donor gives you, the more likely they are to donate again. For
example, donors who supply email, address and phone numbers are more likely to donate
again.
Of course, more information is better because you can take a multimedia approach. But
also the actual act of supplying more information indicates the person is more likely to
donate again.

Donated to another charity
Donors who have donated to another charity are more likely to donate to you than people
who haven’t. Charities can find out if their donors are giving to other charities by joining a
data co-operative.
Members of co-operatives can have their donors flagged if they have donated more recently
elsewhere or even if they are regular givers.
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However, any delay calling them probably negates the benefit of this information.
After the disaster, it is almost certainly worth flagging these donors through a co-operative
to find who is more likely to respond to ‘normal’ fundraising.

___________________________________________________________

STEP TWO: FOLLOW UP FAST
Firstly, process donations as quick as possible.
If you think about it, you have launched an emergency appeal because you are telling
donors you need to act fast.
You have asked them to donate urgently, so you need to live up to this and take the
donation quickly.
In the eyes of the donor the faster their bank is debited the quicker the money gets to the
people who need it.

Why follow up fast?
As mentioned before, maybe some of the people responding to disasters are not usually
donors. They responded because of the media coverage.
Most of them donated an amount of money that ‘felt’ right or what you asked for in your
communications.
Of these, many will have the capacity to give more, but they just didn’t think about it.
We know that a good step in increasing lifetime value of a donor is getting a second gift.
So, it makes sense to try and get a second gift as soon as possible – whilst the media is still
covering the event.
When you have prepared in advance you can test:
Regular gift ask
verses
Cash ask followed by regular gift ask.
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I suspect a cash ask is best because the very high expected response rate, and average
donation, will add significant income and help identify better regular giving prospects.

When?
As soon as practically possible whilst the disaster is still big news, and especially when you
are asking for more cash.
I recommend a cash gift within 24 hours of the original gift. Where this is not possible, then
aim for that as close as you can.
You should almost certainly ask for a regular gift quickly too – within a week of their
donation.

How – what the money is for
Obviously a bit of preparation needs to be done before emergencies hit.
In my donation exercise during the Nepal Earthquake, it was clear that many charities had
done some planning for what they would do during an emergency. But few seemed to have
planned on follow up.
As at 7 May, only one I donated to asked me for another gift (Act for Peace) and none have
called or SMSd me.
However, many had photos, action plans and ask prompts connected to specific supplies.
The ask prompts were generic enough to have been pre-prepared.
For example, Concern USA was the first charity to email me about the disaster and had preprepared ‘dollar handles’:
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This gives me, the donor, a great prompt for a certain amount of money with a reason.
A video of me trying to donate to them is here.
It is handy to have these ask prompts (we know them as ‘dollar handles’) ready in case of
emergency.
I would suggest that charities test having one much larger ask prompt as well, perhaps
$1,000.

How – channel
Most disaster donations come in via online, SMS or inbound phone.
In terms of very fast outbound communication, we have the three main channels – email,
SMS and outbound phone.
However, mail and personal visits should be in the mix too.
Also, we should include retargeting3 and social media.
Inbound channels give us a chance to collect basic and essential data for following people
up through the outbound channels.

3

Retargeting effectively follows people around with ads online after they have looked at your webpage.
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The best approach for new emergency donors is almost certainly multi-channel. So the
more information we get, the better.
Asking for phone number may supress total response slightly, but the HUGE value of this
information will likely negate that initial impact.
My list below is not comprehensive and is likely beyond the means of every charity that I
donated to this time. But there should be no excuse next time.
Each of these is easy to set up.
I think the highlighted steps will have the biggest impact but you should attempt to make as
many of the other contacts as you can.
• Instant SMS thanking.
• Video thanks via SMS and email. Big thanks with simple ‘disaster-specific thank you’
video link. Assure donor the money will be used straight away. Simple and quick,
amateur is fine. Check out this example. As well as the campaign specific automated
receipt email, a second thank you email is pre-programmed to be sent out about an
hour or so later.
• Second ask email.
• Retarget donors with web ads, and also upload their email to target them with your
Facebook ads.
• Call as soon as you can (even within 24 hours) to thank and ask for second gift.
•

Use a call centre.

•

This is much easier if you already have an ongoing supplier.

•

Test whether this is a cash ask or regular gift (sustainer).

• Constant updates on your online channels.
• SMS any big news or if you are going to be on TV or something similar.
• Post mail thank you, with additional ask.
• For donations over a certain amount, SMS and email a personalised video.
• Email regularly – once or twice a week with updates. Include news links, Twitter feeds
from the field and ask for a regular gift every time.
• As media coverage dies down, but within a week of donation, call for regular gift.
• As everything calms down, mail and email regular giving conversion ask (maybe two
or three weeks after).
• Three months, six months and a year later include an update, by email for most and
mail for high value, on what is happening.
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• Bring the donors into the normal donations program, but treat them more like an
acquisition source (brand new donor) in your targeting.
• Include donors who only donated to a disaster in subsequent communications.

How – creative
Creative should all be very much focused on the disaster if you can. But remember, you are
trying to steer people away from that type of giving.
Ultimately you want them to give to your cause in the long term, supporting the ‘normal’
work you do.
But DO NOT under any circumstances try to ‘educate’ the donor about your work. You want
to be working to find out what else they will give to, not making them give to something you
want them to.
All creative for a second gift should:
• Be completely about the donor and the beneficiary. Your charity is not the hero; the
donor is because, he or she made it possible for that brave staff member or volunteer
to be there.
• Follow the proposition that the donor’s money is being used wisely, and they have
had an impact already BUT there is more to do and you need more (unless you don’t).
• Use social information if you can. See the following phone call example;
“Thank you, Sean. Your money is being used… Can I ask – what made you donate?”
“Because I really care and I saw it on TV and…”
“Well, thank you – it was a great thing you did. Can I ask what prompted you to donate
that amount - $100?”
“I thought it was important and didn’t really know how much to give. It is more
than I’d usually give but…”
“I understand completely. But I am finding that because of the huge scale of the disaster
and the fact that {news item} is knocking {disaster} off the news, we are still short of
what we need out there in {country}.
Earlier we were speaking with another {gender match} gentleman from
{town/suburb} who said exactly the same, but we are finding that people are
sometimes able to actually give even more in this extraordinary circumstance. Is this
something you could help us with? For example, another $100 would…”
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Regular giving creative proposition is more challenging, but the best approach would be to
ask the donor for a regular gift along these lines:
“Thank you again, Sean. Because of your donation(s), {Charity} staff and volunteers
have…”
“Despite what you would believe given the shift in media coverage away from
{disaster}, things are still really tough there.”
“{Charity} is committed to doing all we can to help in {country} right now and also into
the future when similar disasters strike -- even when they don’t get as much media
coverage.”
“But what I would like to ask you today is if you would consider an ongoing donation of
{ask amount} per day? I promise the money would be used wisely in {country} whilst it
is needed there, and then used for our work…”

Of course, this proposition needs working on. But is the base for a full telephone guide,
direct mail, a regular giving element on landing pages and other channels.
You may well find that some new donors give really big amounts such as $5,000. I know
you are busy but try and get someone to go and see them.
Take them an iPad of video, memos from the field and photos. Perhaps only 1 in 10 will
agree to meet, but these donors are really worth the effort.

___________________________________________________________

STEP THREE: INTEGRATE INTO ONGOING PROGRAM
After you have followed my suggestions you would have the following types of donors,
segmentable by channel:
• Single donors (the majority)
• Two times donor but to same disaster
• Single donor and regular giver
• Two times donor to same disaster and regular giver
Usual practice is to integrate these donors into our donor program and use RFV to target
and select into the future. For small disaster donor files, that would be fine.
But for larger files it may be worthwhile to have these categories as specific target
segments rather than just bundling them in with other donors.
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THE MATHS BEHIND IT ALL
My recommendations could seem counter intuitive, so I thought it would be useful to look at
the maths behind my approach.
Relevant charts and a spreadsheet can be found on the pages below.
Let’s say a disaster strikes and you get 10,000 contactable donors giving $100 each $1,000,000.
You spent $200,000 on marketing. Normally, we make a ‘loss’ acquiring donors but here we
have made a profit.
A typical direct mail program may get some of them to donate again, lets say around 5%,
with a five-year revenue projection of $500 per donor.
This would be $500,000, bringing income up to $1,250,000 over five years. Remembering
that $200,000 was spent on the initial disaster marketing, this leaves me with a net profit
after attrition costs of $1,050,000.
In my modelling, I have excluded ongoing servicing costs for simplicity. This is OK because
we are comparing two scenarios, both of which would have comparable ongoing costs.
If we do a thought experiment on my suggested conversion we take the same donors and
make some assumptions on:
• Average donation
• Costs (in spreadsheet)
• Response rates (in spreadsheet)
• Giving behaviours (2nd gift donors behave similar to ‘normal donors’)
• Five-year values (using benchmarks from reality; $500 for a cash donor and average
RG donor gives 50 * original RG)
• Average donations (again, real benchmarks)
Then we end up with 686 regular givers and about 1,850 people who made at least a
second gift.
Total five year income (after acquisition costs, but not ongoing servicing costs) would be
$2,500,000.
Of course, at the end of that five years you still have much more than twice as many people
still giving to you than if you hadn’t followed this plan.
What an amazing way to get ‘free’ donors contributing significant funds.
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APPENDICES
Useful Data
My little spreadsheet – used in ‘The Maths behind it all’
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APPENDICES
Five year value of cash donor recruits – used in ‘The Maths behind it all’

The red arrows point to INGOs. I have assumed that of donors who make a second gift,
their subsequent giving is $500 over five years.
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APPENDICES
Average RG value in Australia -- used in ‘The maths behind it all”

This chart above shows how average gift has hardly changed, and I use it to define average
regular gift for new regular givers. Eighty percent of charities fall within the darker shaded
spread.
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APPENDICES
Five year value and ratio by channel -- used in ‘The maths behind it all’

Most of the regular givers would be acquired by phone, with a few online and through direct
mail. I have chosen a ratio of 48 – in other words, the average new regular giver will give 48
times their initial gift of $24.34 over five years. This takes attrition, upgrades and additional
gifts into account.
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APPENDICES
An analysis of over two million gifts (non-disaster responders)

In this chart, we can see average donations by channel of around 70 Australian charities’
donors. Around 80% of the gifts were solicited by direct mail.
The light green sections don’t have sufficient numbers to warrant analysis.
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APPENDICES
Videos of my donations to charities following Nepal Earthquake April ‘15
In many videos I am critical of landing pages that are ‘leaky’ (i.e., they give me links off them
and landing pages that are not mobile optimised).
This should be fixed, but the most important element on landing pages are ease of use and
consistent proposition.
Also, many of the charities criticised are trapped by old systems that weren’t built for mobile
or have all the required pages conform to a branding standard that is not appropriate for
fundraising.
Finally, accepting donations from foreigners is great, and I encourage PayPal as a payment
method as well as credit card in particular for foreigners.
The following table is a list of the videos, their topics and the notes that go with them.
Charity/topic

Notes

What makes a
good landing
page

A simple short ‘lesson’ on donation landing pages. Compares
SEDA’s excellent landing page.

Concern USA

First to email me. Good landing page with dollar handles.
Photos and easy to complete form. Not mobile optimised and
leaky.

Link &
Length
6:26

Compares an imperfect old Soi Dog landing page to a good,
modern Soi Dog landing page.
2:11

Also, it wouldn’t process my donation because I am a foreigner.
Care Canada

Second email received. Clear call to action. Non-leaky page
(great) though I could click on logo to escape. No photos on
landing page and not mobile optimised.

2:39

No problems donating (PayPal).
Save the
Children
Australia

Including Google search. Good landing page, mobile optimised
and photos. Dollar handles in there. Longer process because I
feature their integration with Facebook (brilliant). Leaky landing
page the only thing letting them down.

4:17

Asks me if I want to ‘receive marketing material’ - not the
friendliest line!
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ChildFund
Australia

Leaky page. Proposition lost as you go through the process but
landing page was updated as of 4 May, which addressed this
concern.

3:03

Asks me for a regular gift, which is great, and it is mobile
optimised.
Plan Australia

Good images and generic dollar handles. Keeps proposition but
leaky landing page. But this could be outweighed by the benefit
of using my details and pre-populating, which is great. It would
be better if it took me into MyPlan, but it gave me no escape
route.

2:40

Shared Plan, not the earthquake, when I shared on Facebook.
One of the best landing pages I saw because of the care they
have taken to link with my previous giving.
ChildFund NZ

Email set to be mobile friendly but not quite mobile optimised.
Landing page is leaky L. Consistent journey, carrying on the
Earthquake feel. Unfriendly payment gateway and generic thank
you.

1:57

One of the fastest donation processes and foreign donor
friendly.
charity : water
(USA)

Mobile friendly but too leaky (surprised me since these guys do
so well online). PayPal failed when I tried. Gave on credit card.
Foreign donor friendly. Facebook ‘share’ carries the journey on
without taking me off the page. Brilliant.

2:25

One of the best polished processes.
Oxfam NZ

Good images. Not mobile optimised. Very leaky, distracting
landing page. Lots of irrelevant stuff and no Nepal photos. A
few too many steps.

2:08

Foreign donor friendly.
CBM Australia

Great photos and email mobile optimised.

2:13

Leaky landing page and apart from the heading, was generic.
Monthly donation option. Quick process. Web (not mobile)
optimised.
Act for Peace

Mobile optimised email. Non-leaky landing page (great). Keeps
me on message all the time. Very quick process.

1:18

Good stuff.
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UNHCR
Australia

Mobile optimised email. First and only target (we need to raise x
amount).

3:00

Non-mobile optimised and leaky landing page. Takes me off
message straight away, losing the Nepal journey.
UNICEF
Australia

Going through Facebook. Clicking on a donate link, takes me to
a page where I have to click again. Would be better to have
taken me straight to the rather good donation page.

1:56

Not mobile optimised but not leaky. Simple and on message.
MSF Australia

Mobile optimised webpage. MSF very careful with language (in
that the income doesn’t go ‘straight’ to Nepal) but stays on
message better than charities that claim money direct to
earthquake. A few clicks to donate. Very well done, just let
down by being leaky.

2:14

Adventist
Development
and Relief
Agency

Not mobile friendly and very leaky landing page. Great images
and the one page donation process is good.

1:33

Save the
Children Radio
ad

Radio ad raising money for Indian Earthquake.

Save the
Children
Australia

TV advertisement for Indian Earthquake. Just the TV ad.

1:11

Oxfam
Australia

Web Ad.

1:50

Page froze. Failed to donate.
1:08

Very leaky and non-mobile optimised landing page. Great dollar
handles. Easy and takes PayPal.

Oxfam advert, probably from retargeting me based on my
browsing.
Ad goes to good landing page, clearly following the proposition
(earthquake).
However, landing page is not mobile optimised. It is also 'leaky'
allowing me to be distracted away from the page. I show a
page that shows what not being leaky looks like to clarify.
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Charities are not the only ones to respond to disaster
Many of the world’s International Non Governmental Organisations (INGOs) and government
agencies are well prepared for disaster relief.
Save the Children and UNICEF have experts ready to look after children. Médecins Sans
Frontières has medical staff and facilities including an inflatable hospital.
UNHCR has contingency plans for mass increases in numbers of refugees, and Red Cross
has plans for shelter and disease control.
Governments from around the world despatch help. After the Nepal earthquake, nation
states helped immediately.
For example:
• India was first to respond. Having been hit by the earthquake itself, the government
had ordered its National Disaster Response Force to Nepal within fifteen minutes of
the quake. The Indian response (as at 1 May) was the largest and included the
activation of the International Charter on Space and Major Disasters to provide
satellite coverage on behalf of UNICEF.
• Algeria sent 70 trained relief workers and supplies.
• Japan sent expert search and rescue teams, dogs, doctors -- and money.
• Israel sent two jumbo jets full of search and rescue personnel and equipment.
Much of the actual work on the ground will be funded or carried out by governments,
government organisations like the UN, EU and the UN’s World Food Program.
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